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Inquiry
How many of our enrolled students are receiving DSPS services that term? For which primary
disability?
What is the connection between CTE and DSPS students at the credit colleges and noncredit?
What is the age of our DSPS CTE students compared to DSPS non-CTE students?
What about income level or other things?
What is the Educational Objective of our DSPS CTE Students? How many students is that?
How many DSPS students have a 4-year degree objective?
What is the specific demographic of our DSPS students (e.g. Ethnicity, Income, Prior
Noncredit)
Which service area are our students coming from? Which ZIP codes – how does CTE DSPS
differ from non-DSPS CTE?
How many units are our students attempting and completing?
Who are our CTE students with disabilities? How do those populations differ at each
institution?
If we wanted to cater workshops for the unique needs of a DSPS student population, which
one should I do? What size could the event be?
How many enrollments in: CTE/Non-CTE, On Campus/Online
What is the drop rate for students served in CTE vs. non-CTE courses for DSPS and non-DSPS
students
Which type of CTE subjects are our DSPS CTE students taking? How can we be intentional
with departments and/or primary disability?
What classes are our DSPS CTE Youth taking compared to non-DSPS CTE Youth?
How are our CTE DSPS students doing with Online courses? Is online creating new enrollment
opportunities for our DSPS students?
With 2020-2021 data (mostly online), are our students taken a different suite of CTE courses
in the online environment? (That is once this dashboard is published/updated with 20202021 data – planned for publication January 2022)
What are the outcomes of our DSPS students (disaggregated by Primary Disability, Ethnicity,
Gender, or Age)?
How are these outcomes different from non DSPS students?
What is the GPA of our CTE DSPS students?
What differences are we seeing in CTE DSPS Student success with modalities (online vs. on
campus)?
Are we seeing a difference in CTE DSPS student performance in specific disabilities by a
demographic?

